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Latino Status Revisited:
In Search of Answers Not Questions

Editorial By Michael Reyes

It's a new year and Bush is still in office and Iraq is still
resisting. Chiapas is demanding basic human dignities
and the people of Puerto Rico want Vieques cleaned
up. Venezuela is working hard to be free from u.s. domination and immigration is still the number one Latino
issue in the united states. The Latino Status at NEIU
still has a lot of unanswered questions and QOS is back
on track for 2005. Many of you may have noticed that
our racks have been empty the last few months of the
New Year. We have been busy reorganizing our publication in order to bring you news and stories in a more
concise fashion . In an attempt to do this we have
decided to break our magazine into sections. Each of
these sections will focus on topics ranging from issues
on campus to national and international news.
It is widely recognized that the Mexican Caribbean
Studies minor (MCS) was created out of student struggle for more than 30 years. Too often history is forgotten and a legacy is turned into a distant whisper. QOS
wants to make sure we are heard loud and clear and
that a history of struggle is remembered not only in the
archives of QOS but in student's minds. We have made
a concrete commitment to the MCS development and
ultimately we want to see it become a major. We are
encouraged that various faculty and administrators
have taken solid steps to support the program over the
last few years. As part of our commitment to the program, we will be collaborating with MCS coordinator
Victor Ortiz to provide students with updates on
important information regarding the minor.
As part of our commitment to Latino students on cam-

pus, QOS will be looking into Latino services offered
here at NEIU. We want to know if Latinos are being
served lip service or is NEIU truly a "Hispanic serving
institution?" And if NEIU is not, then who is being
served? And also what is being served? A four course
meal or scraps from the table?
The opportunity today is as unique as it is urgent: how
can we build a common vision to address unanswered
questions.
QOS invites all sectors of the university to submit
their perspective on the Latino Status on campus. We
hope this can be the beginnings of an honest dialogue,
which results in serious action taken to improve the
educational experience and opportunity of Latino students.
As it states clearly in our mission QOS affirms the
right to Puerto Rican/Latino self determination, and a
key of self-determination is to be proactive. As Latino
students, we must play our role in posing critical questions such as "Why doesn't NEIU have a Latino cultural center? Why is the percentage of Latino
tenured faculty so low? What services do Latinos have
on campus?" We believe space currently exists for
collaboration between students, university programs,
faculty, and administrators to address the persistent
issues facing Latinos. But first we must commit ourselves, in our areas of work and influence, to assess the
status of Latinos at NEIU. The pages of QOS are
waiting for your assessments and projections. If this
does not take place Latino students at NEIU will just
be left with more questions and QOS demanding
answers.
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MISSION
Que Ondee Sola is a 31 year old
Puerto Rican/Latina/o monthly
student magazine. Our mission is
to provide our campus with
a relevant and engaging
publication that deals with
student issues, particularly those
of Latinos and issues
that are of importance
to our communities.
Que Ondee Sola continues to
. affirm the right of Puerto Rican
self-determination.

Students: MCS needs you
and you need the MCS major
By: Victor M. Ortiz Ph.D., program head of Mexican and Caribbean Studies at NEIU

:t

The launching of the approval process for the
major for the Mexican and Caribbean studies
program is practically ready to go. Yet, and this
is not your regular "yet" but an essential one:
sustained student involvement is wanting!
Students have not only worked tirelessly for over
two decades to have courses on Latino and Latin
erican studies: they created the Mexican and
Caribbean Program all together. Then, with the
support of people like Jose Lopez, Carlos
Lebron, and Conrad Worril, generations of stu•dents sustained its gradual growth. In recent
years, these persistent efforts led to the current
institutional consolidation of the Mexican and
Caribbean Studies Program. With substantial
support from students, administrators, faculty
members, and community members, the program
bas matured into a solid academic unit with over
40 declared minors and over 20 related courses
offered every semester. The current semester even
saw the listing of MCS courses in the course
schedule in its own section!

Ihe idea for a MCS major was generated in the
lfollective dialogues that, four years ago, created
the position of a MCS program head and led to
the relocation of the program from the center for
~inner city studies to the north campus. Currently
the program only offers a minor. Frequent questions and statement of interest are often made by
students for the creation of a major. However, a
more sustain involvement in shaping the major
proposal and seeing it through the different
review communities is required. In this brief call
to action, I want to start a conversation about the
desirability of the major, the benefits it represents
for students, the current status of the proposal
process, and possible avenues for future action to
get the major approved and running in a couple
of years from now. Again, as it has always been
the case, student involvement is crucial in accomplishing this goal.
4
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Why a MCS major?
Northeastern Illinois University is privileged by
counting with the most diverse student population of all 4 year colleges in the Midwest. As an
urban institution in one of the largest cities in the
country, its leadership clearly acknowledges the
challenges and opportunities that its diversity and
location entail. The university embraces this privilege with a mission statement that includes multiculturalism and urban service. In alignment
with these components, a systematic and comprehensive study of the largest minority group in the
country is in order. Such study does not only
update and enrich the curriculum of university
offerings but also provides students with crucial
and timely learning and professional opportunities in increasingly diverse and multinational
environments.
Latinos and Latin American populations are very
diverse and profoundly invested in global
processes. Divided by national loyalties and vivid
cultural differences Latin America is a rich tapestry extending from Mexico to Argentina and the
Caribbean. This diversity feeds much of the also
significant diversity of Latino groups, which are
also enriched by their contact with many other
ethnic groups in the United States. In our multicultural world, none of these groups can be studied in isolation. Latinos and Latin Americans do
not exist outside the complex and dynamic global flows and exchanges reshaping our cities and
everyday lives. Trade, foreign investment, and
migration flows are a constant in the entire hemisphere. Latinos and Latin America are salient
players in these exchanges and relocations.
The proposed major of the Mexican and
Caribbean program will provide the opportunity
to acquire a comprehensive analysis of these
processes. It will systematically expose students
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to the historical background of our current situation
and the particularities of each of the many groups
involved. With a multi-disciplinary approach, a wide
range of perspectives and information will be foster
through a well organized plan of study. Students will
be required to take six course courses designed to
guide their learning and readiness to become important contributors to society in any of the fields that
they may choose to pursue while at school and as
professionals. Making effective use of the richness in
the diversity of the university and the city, the major
will intensify the collaborative engagement of students of various backgrounds to make multicultural
education an accomplished result not just a desirable
goal. Likewise, while academically rigorous and
grounded , given the urgent need for professionals
proficient in Latino and Latinoamerican realities, the
major will pay close attention to the intellectual and
professional benefits that a balance between theory
and application will accrue for students and society
as a whole. Toward this end, the major will also consolidate the important strides already made in establishing agreements with community, public, and private organization for internships and service learnmg.

Goal for the Major
The aim of the major is to increase the number of
multicultural leaders with specific knowledge and
proficiencies to address the needs and contributions
of Latino and Latin American populations. While
focused on Latinos and Latin America, the major
aims to attract and serve all of NEIU students and
faculty. Regardless of ethnic or national background,
ample opportunity exists for everybody in meeting
the need for educators, health providers, and legal
representatives-o mention only three of the most
salient areas--who can effectively and constructively
meet the mounting needs of an increasing of Latino
and Latin American populations in the city. The cultural, economic, and social contributions of these
constituents can only be enriched by fair and respectful interactions with all and every member of society
as a whole. The MCS major will deepen and expand
on the important work that the university provides
toward this end already.

III

Status of the prospective major
A significant infrastructure is already in place to pursue the approval of the major. Such approval entails
providing convincing evidence to seven review bodies of the needs and benefits of the new major: the
sociology department, the dean, the university committee, the provost, the president, the board of
trustees , and the Illinois Board for H igher
Education .
Each of these review bodies will look at the sound ness of the program of study as well as the need for
the new major. Regarding the program of study,
major inroads were made through the series of meetings funded by the National Endowment for the
H umanities to create the major. These meetings generated an exiting vision for the major and a clear
understanding of its curriculum. Moreover, aside
from the crucial involvement of an increasing number of faculty members in the program, fifteen new
courses were created for the curriculum of the major.
Significantly, constant and insightful involvement of
various administrators also made evident the institutional support for the major. Provost Lawrence
Frank, Associate provost Vicky Roman Lagunas,
Dean Kate Forhan, Dean Janet Fredericks, Louise
Illian, Janet Sandoval, and Susan Doyle, among others, reinforced through their presence and insights
the clear overlap between the goals pursued by the
major and the university's mission. The collaboration
of representatives of community organizations also
enhanced this overlap while greatly enriching the
vision for the major as well as offering opportunities
for prospective internship and service learning
opportunities.
Student presence and input also greatly advance the
accomplishment of the goals pursued by the NEH
funded meetings to create the major. Statement of
interest and support were made along with insightful
contributions about the character and direction of
the program. Few students, however, attended the
four meetings . Thus, few of you consistently followed
the unfolding of the dialogue and have help us make
sure that we are taking your interest and desires at

continues on next page
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heart. Work and class schedules as well as family responsibilities must have prevented a more consistent
involvement. In addition, greater visibility of the MCS program in general and the goals of the major may
have also undermined a greater participation of students in the meetings. Notwithstanding, we need to make
certain that a substantial number of students want the major and that it meets your needs and expectations.

Call to Action
A MCS major offers important and much needed learning and professional opportunities for students and
faculty members while contributing to the university mission and the conditions of society as a whole. The
efforts and time commitment to get the major approved are a significant yet, in relevant terms, manageable
investment to establish an institutional vehicle that will accrue major benefits to students, the university,
and the community.
As the program head of the Mexican and Caribbean studies I invite you to get involved in making this
important opportunity a reality. Much work has been laid out already and a final phase of exciting accomplishment lies ahead. We need you, as a student, to seriously examine about the ways you can benefit the
most from the MCS major and your involvement in getting it approved. I assure you that such involvement
in itself will be an exciting and most productive learning opportunity in which you will gain experience
about institutional procedures that will prove very useful in your intellectual and professional future.
Likewise, you will come to know other students, faculty members, school administrators, and community
representatives in unique and most meaningful ways.
I urge you to become an active contributor to this important institutional accomplishment from which so
much benefits will be derived from you as well as for everybody else. Make your education count while
applying to this win-win project. Your insights and support are most needed and appreciated. We need
you to come help us review the design for the major and make sure that the proposal to be soon submitted
fits your needs and goals. Reviewers, in turn, need to see that you care enough for the major as to warrant
its creation. Toward that end, please contact me at 773-442-4794 or v-ortiz@neiu.edu with suggestions or
questions. We are currently organizing student meetings for you to discuss possible arenas of involvement
and opportunities. Please contact me or fellow students minoring in MCS Michael Reyes at reyesmic@hotmail.com or Janet Palomares jannetl 9@hotmail.com if you have questions about the upcoming meetings to
organize student involvement in the creation of the major. These meetings will be held on Monday
February 28 from 6 to 7 PM and Tuesday March 1st from 1:40 to 2:40 PM at Student Union 217. Hope to
see you there. Come make history.

Come make History
Create the Mexican and Caribbean Study's Major

Design a course of study that meets today's reality and
your most exiting intellectual and professional goals
Contact: Victor at 442-4704 or v-ortiz@neiu.edu
Michael at reyesmic@hotmail.com
Janneth at janneth 19@hotmail.com

When:
Monday February 28 from 6 to 7 PM

Or
Tuesday March 1st from 1:40 to 2:40 PM
(No excuses: you have two to choose from!}

Where: Student Union 217
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Batey Urbano College Tour
{.' New Voices t oward a Lat ino Agenda'~

&onring to NEIU Mar&h Bth
The Batey Urbano College Tour:
"New Voices Toward a Latino
Agenda" includes a wide variety of
Latino talent ranging from cutting
edge hip hop artists and spoken
word poets to some of the most
talented
young
community
activists.
The group has performed
throughout the country at various
festivals, universities and community spaces. This summer alone the
Batey Urbano has performed and
featured at Encuentro Boricua at
Hostos Community College in the
Bronx, New York, Mills College in
Oakland California, Oberlin
College in Oberlin, O hio and the
list goes on and on. The group has
been featured in the film Urban
Poet, the P.B.S. documentary
Dream Makers, scheduled to air
this fall, and it has also been featured in many other print publications. The Batey has released many
independent poetry and hip-hop
projects including: four high
school group hip-hop c.d.s; four
poetry chap books and a variety of
solo poetry and hip-hop releases.
The Batey has been on the forefront of the Latino Agenda, creating dialogue between Latino univcr:;iLy :;LUdcm:; wiLh Lhc fun11aLiu11

of LUCHE, a citywide Latino
organization addressing inequalities at Chicago's leading universities.
In an attempt to create dialogue
with other university students, and
to showcase some of the rising
voices from the Latino community,

the Batey presents this tour with
plans to stop in Illinois, Michigan
and Ohio at universities like
DePaul University, Northeastern
Illinois University, University of
Illinois at Chicago , Loyola
University (all in Illinois) , Delta
College, Wayne State, Central
Michigan University, Grand Valley
State University (all in Michigan) ,
and Oberlin College in Ohio with
a grand finally ending the tour taking place at Michigan State
University which will include all
the poets, emcees, d,js, beatboxers
and a special showing of Urban
Poet. The tour is also sponsored
by Mi Gente Magazine of
Michigan and the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center in Chicago.
A Batey show is truly a unique
experience, it is one of the only
creative arts performance groups
that you can find high school
youth performing with seasoned
professionals. The tour performance includes, poetry, a D.J.
scratch session, beat boxing, rapping, spoken word and a special
mix of all these talents. The foundation of the group is Puerto
Rican/ Latino self determination,
with performances that confront
with the Puerto Rican/ Latino reality covering issues such as colonialism, gentrification , racism,
homophobia, and sexism.
March 8th at Northeastern Illinois
University Batey Urbano poets will
be performing as part of the
"Batey Urbano College Tour: New

Voices toward a Latino Agenda."
The poetry will be revolving our
experiences within our communities and our schools. Some of the
issues that will be spoken about
consist of self-determination for
Latino students, gentrification,
colonialism and other important
topics within our existence. The
event will be taking place in the
Golden Eagles room on the main
campus from 1:48 pm to 2:48 pm.
Que Ondee Sola and UPRS a
Puerto Rican student organization
will be present. If you have any
questions please call us at 773-394 5206 or e-mail us at chibateyurbano@hotmail.com
Batt e y Urba1no College Tour
" New Voices t owa1rd a1 La1tino Agenda1"

coming to NEIU

Monday1 Mar&h Bth

Golden
Eagles Room
on t he main campus from

1 :48pm t o 2:48pm
Poetry1 Spoken Word1
Live D.J.1 Beatboxing
and more!
sponsored by the Union for Puerto
Rican Students {UPRS)
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.,, February 2, 1848: Yesterday Is Today
~

Rodolfo F. Acuna
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On February 2, 1848, Mexico and the United
States signed the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, ending the Mexican American War.
Very few places in the United States or
Mexico will be memorializing this date. Try
quizzing your parents or your peers. Even ask
teachers what happened on
February 2, 1848 and I'll bet 99 percent
won't know why February 2 is important.
February 2 is the day when the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed. It ended the
exican American War and the borders
hifted south. This is what Chicanos mean
hen the say the "borders crossed them."
he war was not popular with all Americans .
Ulysses S. Grant called it an unjust war.
Abraham Lincoln questioned the invasion of
Mexico. And, Benito Juarez opposed signing
the treaty. Years later, Mexican President
Porfirio Diaz would lament, Pobre Mexico
tan Lejos de Dias y tan cerca a Los Estados
Unidos!
The War cost Mexico over half its land and
made Mexicans a conquered people.
However, it is a date that most Americans and
Mexican politicos currying favor with the
United States would like to forget . For
instance, there is no rush in either country to
declare February 2 a holiday. Holidays are supposed to be special days that mark special dates.
More often than not we celebrate important
historical dates without really thinking about
them. A holiday makes it special.
We can all appreciate holidays. From the beginning of time, rulers marked special days. The
ancient Maya would chisel them on use glyphs
to mark the importance of events in their lives.
But, not all important dates are chosen as holidays. The truth be told, many dates that are not
holidays are more important than the holidays
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and they affect our lives much more than the socalled special days.
For instance, February 2 takes on special meaning in the context of what is happening today.
Arizonans recently passed Proposition 200
which requires state and local employees to verify the immigration status of people applying
for public benefits and report undocumented
immigrants or face possible criminal prosecution. It makes snitches out of teachers.

If we isolate Proposition 200 from the past, the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo has no relation to
it. Some would say it is the mixing of apples

Ladno ·lt;JtoryJ~
with oranges. However, what happens today is an
extension of yesterday. And while I do not want to
get bogged down in the merits of the war, because
like my sainted mother used to say, Palo dado ni Dfos
lo quita, what would the world look like if Mexico
had not lost more than fifty percent of its land?
Would Mexicans and Central Americans be clamoring to cross the border?
The fact is Mexico ceded vast mineral deposits to the
United States. Playing what if, if Mexico today had
California and Texas, it would have more oil than
Saudi Arabia. Mexico would today be one of the
richest nations in the world. This wealth would have
allowed Mexico to build an infrastructure to give
employment to its citizens.
This is relevant to Proposition 200 because Mexicans
do not migrate to the United States for democracy,
free medical services or handouts. They migrate to
the United States because of a lack of jobs. It is part
of the global economy that moves poorer countries to
richer ones.
Mexico has a population of more than a 100 million
people. It is larger than Spain and most European
countries. Because of its vulnerability small family
farms have been declining. The last time I looked 30
percent of Mexicans lived in rural areas. But, because
Americans want cheap fruits and vegetables,
Mexican farmers don't grow as much for locally consumed products. U.S. companies pay more for strawberries so they produce berries and not beans or
corn. The commercialization of farm land means that
machines have replaced the small farmer. The result
is that in the next twenty-five years the rural population of Mexico will decline from 30 to 5 percent. So
where will 25 to 35 million displaced Mexicans go?
Logically we can ask, what role February 2 play in
these phenomena and whether Proposition 200 will
stop Mexicans from coming over. Once they are over
here, do we as compassionate human beings have a
duty to feed, cloth and care for undocumented workers? The Catholic Bishops have said that it was a
mortal sin to discriminate against immigrants.
Unfortunately, the Church has not enforced this dictum. For example, to my knowledge it has not with-

held the sacraments to any politico supporting
Proposition 200.
As I have raised in past articles, thirty years ago,
Spain was the principal exporter of workers in
Europe. Today, it is one of the main importers of
labor. Why? Because it has jobs. The European
Union taxes the richest countries and gives subsidies
to poorer European nations have used that money to
industrialize. In contrast, the United States has a policy of keeping Latin American dependent. It gives
money to the military of Latin America who in turn
keep the poor poorer. In 2000, Mexico received $15
million in aid from the US. Egypt received a billion;
Egypt has a population of 76 million. It gave Israel
$6billion. Israel has a population of six million .
Mexico has a population of 106 million.
Logically, if Americans wanted a solution, they would
as in the case of Europe try to strengthen the
economies of Mexico and Central America. History
shows that quite the contrary the United States has
frustrated the development and reforms of the
reg10n.
Another fact is that Mexico's economy and that of all
Central America would have collapsed without the
migration to the United States. This would have
meant turmoil which the United States would have
reacted with military force. A case in point is the
Central American revolutions of the 1980s in which
the US supported death squads.
Mexican workers send remittances to Mexico as do
Central Americans. Mexicans send more than $8 billion annually to relatives in Mexico. Salvadorans
another billion. Unlike the cases of Egypt and Israel,
these remittances do not cost the American taxpayer
a cent. However, without the remittances millions
more undocumented workers would be forced to
come to the United States.
February 2, 1848 will continue to haunt Americans
and Mexicans alike as long as the Proposition 200s
continue to be passed in the context of a historical
limbo. The past is the present.
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These short essays are products of the Chicano Movement class taught by
Professor Ortiz. Students were asked to write on the following topics: "Who's
History?," "History of What?," and "What For?" and "Fiction and Falsehood."
The students' essays were based on class readings, discussions, and films
about Chicano history.

Who's History? History of what? What for?

Fiction and Falsehood
\'vith my lack of knowledge in the Mexican
historv, of mv- ancestors, I've just come to realize the value of Mexico before it had any relations with the United States. The abundance
· of land it had before any invasion and unjust
negotiations were made, such as the Texas
' rebellion, the Mesilla Strip, and of course the
U .S.-Mexican war.
First with the Texas Rebellion, I viewed that
when Mexicans opened its doors to
Americans, it was almost a "given" that the
U.S. would take advantage of the large piece
of land because of how quickly Americans
out-numbered the ratio of Americans vs.
Mexicans and the fact that the extension of
slavery was taken into consideration. The
Mesilla strip, was similar to the act of the
Texas Rebellion in a sense that it was based on
routine; "new Mexicans" whom did not want
to live on U.S. territory decided to find a town
south of New Mexico. The U.S. was determined to acquire that land, as well, in order to
establish a railroad line leading to the Pacific
and to protect that route.
The U.S.-Mexican war, according to the
movie, were two republics born into separate
worlds. Mexico would not sell and wanted to
maintain all of the property they inherited
from Spain because the U.S. would simply
take, which was a ain-a routine. The Mexican
people were made to feel like foreigners in
there native land. During the war, Mexico's
main objective was to never declare war with
the U.S., but to defend its territory.

Cynthia V. Garcia

Fiction is defined as an imaginative creation or
a pretense that does not represent actuality but
has been invented. Falsehood along the same
line is defined as the practice of lying; lack of
conformity to truth or fact. Both words sum up
the totality of the legacy of European colonization in the Americas.
The European power constructs were
built to control indigenous labor, thus controlling the economic, social and political arena of
indigenous daily life. Encomienda, repartimiento and debt peonage all became oppressive systems used by the Spanish elite to suppress the indigenous into submission. Missions
were used simultaneously to control their religious beliefs and to expand the frontiers of the
Spanish Royal Crown.
The fictional tale continued on, with the
Spanish justifying and legitimizing their dominance with the belief, or at least the accusation,
that the indigenous were savages, cannibals
and barbarians with no concept of culture and
god. The Spanish saw it as "their duty" to
bring these backward peoples into the kingdom of god and every social construct was
used and abused to do so but not with out
great economic spoil for Spain.
Fictional story upon fictional story has
left a long legacy of indigenous resistance out
of the plot. Rodolfo Acuna in his book
Occupied America documents numerous
accounts of native resistance from Christo her
Columbus reaching the Caribbean Islands to
the native rebellions of present day Texas. The
story of the colonization of the Americas has
truly been one of the greatest fictional pieces
ever created.
Michael Reyes
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Arturo Alfonso Schomburg
(1874-1938)

Bibliophile, Historian, Writer, Collector, Curator
Arturo Alfonso Schomburg was born in Puerto
Rico on January 24, 187 4. He began his education in a primary school in San Juan , where he
stud ied reading, pen manshi p, sacred history,
church history, arithmetic, Span ish grammar, history, agriculture and commerce. Arturo's fifthgrade teacher is said to have told him that "Black
people have no history, no heroes, no great
moments." Because of this and his parti cipation
in a history club, Schombu rg
developed a thirst for knowledge
about people of African descent
and began his lifelong quest
studying the history and collecting
the books and artifacts that made
up the core of his unique and
extensive library.
He came to New York in April
1891 and lived on the Lower East
Side. He was involved in the revolutionary movements of the
immigrant Cubans and Puerto
Ricans living in that area, regularly attending meetings and working at odd jobs while attending
night school at Manhattan Central
High School. Schomburg became a Mason and
met biblioph ile and journalist John Edward
Bruce. "Bruce Grit" introduced Schomburg to the
African-American intellectual community and
encouraged him to write about African world history and continue to increase his knowledge.
Arturo Schomburg would look everywhere for
books by and about African people. He also collected letters, manuscripts, prints, playbills and
paintings. He was especially proud of his collection of Benjamin Banneker's Almanacs. In fact,

his library contained many rare and unusual
items from all over the world . The history of the
Caribbean and Latin America and the lives of
heroic people in that region was also an area of
special interest to Schomburg. And he actively
sought any material relative to that subject.
Schomburg's collection became the cornerstone
of The New York Public Library's Division of
Negro Literature , History, and
Prints. He frequently loaned
objects from his personal library
to the 135th Street Branch of The
New York Public Library, which
was a center of intellectual and
cultural activity in Harlem . In 1926
his collection of 10,000 items was
purchased by the Library with the
assistance of the Carnegie
Corporation. He was later invited
to be the curator of the new division which included his collections. He became involved in the
social and literary movement that
started in Harlem, known as the
"Harlem Renaissance." which
spread to African-American communities throughout the country. Schomburg fully
shared his knowledge of the history of peoples of
African descent with the young scholars and
writers of the New Negro movement. One of his
primary motivations was to combat racial prejudice by providing proof of the extraordinary contributions of peoples of African descent to world
history. Schomburg wrote, "I depart now on a
mission of love to recapture my lost heritage."
Taken from www.africawithin.com.
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On January 6th, 2005 Paseo Boricua celebrated not
only, EI Dia de Ios Reyes Magos, but also its tenyear anniversary. It was ten years ago that on that
very date, January 6th 1995, the two monuments to
the Puerto Rican Flag were inaugurated. It not only
commemorated the centennial of the Puerto Rican
Flag, but also reinitiated one of the most celebrated
holiday in the Puerto Rican Calendar here in
Chicago-"EI Dia de Ios Reyes."
This year, Paseo Boricua celebrated Three Kings
Day by joining organizations and forces together to
celebrate and kick off, what will be, a year long celebration of the ten years of work to build,"EI
Barrio" to become Paseo Boricua. Over two thousand gifts were distributed to local area Children,
at the end of our annul Parade down Paseo Boricua.
On behalf of what came to be called the Puerto
Rican Organizations United for Three Kings Day, we
would like to thank all the volunteers: from community residents to the Juan Antonio Corretjer Puerto
Rican Cultural Center, youth from Batey Urbano and
the youth from the Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High
School. These youth volunteered countless number
of hours and days to wrapping, sorting, and organizing this year's toys. I also have to mention various
Paseo Boricua businesses that volunteered and
donated to ensure this year's successful event:
Nobel Realty, and Pan American Express who
donated transportation for pick up of the toys, also
the Puerto Rican Bar Association, and the Puerto
Rican Federal Affairs Administration who made a
significant financial contribution to this event.
r.PIPhr::iting thl' rfpr.::irf P nf IAtnrk tn hnilrf ::inrf grmAf
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Paseo Boricua, I think about the impact that those
two monument have made on this community, and I
remember reading the words Aid. Ocasio used on
January 6th, 1995 when he said, "These flags are a
gift to the Puerto Rican community", and I would
add that ten years later they [the flags) are the gift
that keep on giving.
Who knew?
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Institute of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture
Looks Toward a Bright Boricua Future in 2005
As the new year arrives, the Institute of Puerto Rican
Arts and Culture (IPRAC) is preparing to engage in
a multi-million dollar capital campaign to support
the interior renovation of its permanent home in the
historic Humboldt Park stables. IPRAC has
received support from local and state government,
the private sector, the general public and most certainly the Puerto Rican community in it's move to
become one of Chicago's premier cultural destinations. As many prepare to fulfill their New Year's
resolutions, the Institute also looks forward to a
bright future.
The Institute of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture is an
arts and educational institution devoted to the promotion, integration and advancement of Puerto
Rican culture and this community's contributions to
our city's rich cultural heritage and history. Located
in the heart of Humboldt Park, just blocks from
P aseo Boricua, IPRAC's permanent home will provide a cultural space to unite the Puerto Rican community through exhibits and educational arts programming for artists, local youth and the general
community. Preliminary architectural plans, which
will be conducted in phases, call for the renovated
stables to house two main galleries, a theater, arts
education studios, a library and archive space that
will document the history of the Puerto Rican community in Chicago.
"In a city where more than 150,000 Puerto Ricans
live, our vision is clear and so is our passion for creating this highly anticipated institution in the heart
of the Humboldt Park community." said 26th Ward
Alderman Billy Ocasio, IPRAC Board Member.
Since its formation in 2002, IPRAC has received the
full support of the City of Chicago and Mayor
Richard M. Daley by securing a 15-year lease agreement on the Humboldt Park stables with the
Chicago Park District. Since that time, IPRAC has
reached many exciting milestones.

In 2003, Governor Rod Blagojevich visited the historic, landmark building, which was originally
designed by the great landscape architect Jens
Jensen. The Governor announced a $3.2 million
dollar state grant, obtained through the efforts of
Congressman Luis Gutierrez, Senator Miguel Del
Valle, Alderman Billy Ocasio, and State
Representatives Willie Delgado and Cynthia Soto,
among others.
As recently as November of 2004, The Institute of
Puerto Rican Arts and Culture and Banco Popular
announced the beginning of a long-term partnership. As part of this initiative, Banco Popular is contributing $150,000 dollars to IPRAC, which includes
a $75,000 donation, scholarships in the arts and two
exhibits for the Institute.
"This contribution represents our commitment to
support worthy endeavors that are meaningful to
our community, whether part of the economic development of Humboldt Park or programs such as the
Institute of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture " said
'
Javier Ubarri, Illinois Region Executive for Banco
Popular. "Celebrating our Puerto Rican heritage
through the arts has been a longstanding tradition at
Banco Popular."
The first of these two exhibits sponsored by Banco
Popular, Atm6sfera de la Flora: Landscapes of
Puerto Rico, is currently on display at the Chicago
Historical Society. The exhibit opened November
20 and runs through January 9, 2005 . Atm6sfera de
la Flora: Landscapes of Puerto Rico features works
of artist Luis Gonzalez, a native of Guaynabo,
Puerto Rico. The expressive, evocative oil paintings
bring the flora and fauna of Puerto Rico to life in
downtown Chicago. The opening night exhibit on
November 17 was a benefit for IPRAC attracted
more than 150 guests and raised more than $11,000
for the Institute.

In

the

Plans for the design
phase of the interior of
the 20 ,000-square-foot
facility are underway. As
construction plans move
forward, partnerships
with various organizations and other museums have enabled the
Institute to hold yearlong cultural and art
events and exhibits .
IPRAC deeply values its
collaborations and continues to hold art workshops, lectures and
exhibitions at partnermg venues.
Summing
up
the
Institute's role in the
Puerto Rican community, Jorge Felix, IPRAC's
Program
Director,
remarked:
"IPRAC
believes that all aspects
of Puerto Rican art and
culture are valuable
parts of the greater
whole that defines
Puerto Ricans: the history of our heritage, new
trends in art and culture
and discovery of what
lies in the future for our
community."
Without a doubt, the
future of IPRAC is
bright and 2005 will
surely be a momentous year for the Puerto Rican
community. We should celebrate; soon we will have
a fully renovated permanent home in Humboldt
Park to make this dream a reality.

For more information on IPRAC please call Jorge
Felix, IPRAC's Program Director at (773) 4868345.
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El Barrio: All Year Round

Support Our People; Support Our Community
Cindy J. Rodriguez Espinosa
Generally speaking, unless you live in Humboldt Park,
most Boricuas only come here twice a year: Fiestas
Patronales in the Park or Fiesta Boricua on Division
Street. If that describes you ... please read on.
While it's good that you attend these important events,
why not come back during the rest of the year? Some of
the reasons we are normally given are gangs and violence.
Let's be honest, chances are the same is happening where
you live, except there are several pivotal differences.
First, in Humboldt Park, we are organizing to face every
challenge in our community's future. In this, the heart of
the Puerto Rican community, we deal with all of the daily
struggles, which include gentrification, poverty, housing,
and safety, as well as economic, cultural, and community
development.
Secondly, with no exaggeration needed, there are positive things taking place in Humboldt Park and Paseo
Boricua that are not happening anywhere else in
Chicago.
From the Flags to the many community organizations
working together, Humboldt Park is not what it used to
be. If you were to come and check out Humboldt Park,
you just might see the selfless community work being
done day-to-day by so many Boricuas, both young and
wise. It is this valuable effort that is making Humboldt
Park a place where Puerto Ricans can return and feel at
home.
For those who only make it out here once a year, don't be
strangers. There are activities that not only you would
enjoy, but your children and teens as well. Take for
example the Annual Three King's Day Celebration, or
even Batey Urbano's poetry, hip-hop and cultural nights
of expression, Haunted Paseo Boricua, bomba y plena
workshops at La Casita de Don Pedro, Puerto Rican
Films in the Park series during the summer, or exhibits
sponsored by the Institute for Puerto Rican Arts and
Culture.

\
Where else can you find so many quality Puerto Rican
restaurants? Of course, you can find great Puerto Rican
cooking all over, but not like on Paseo Boricua. You can
find some of the best alcapurrias, seafood, and even
modern P uerto Rican cuisine. Each restaurant on Paseo
Boricua has a specialty, come and find out what each has
to offer.
Paseo Boricua has clothing stores, along with great
record and jewelry shops. We have cafes, barber shops,
beauty salons, and botanicas. Many Puerto Ricans come
to church on Division Street, why not come back during
the week to enjoy a hot cup of Puerto Rican coffee and a
quesito at Cafe Colao, lunch or dinner at La Bruquena,
Latin American, Coco's, Martas, Papa's Cache, Rancho
Luna, and Paisano.
The most important fact is that the majority of these
businesses are Puerto Rican-owned.
Now this is where you come in. You can be part of these
exciting things taking place in Humboldt Park and Paseo
Boricua. Without your support of our Puerto Rican businesses (as well as those found throughout Chicago) we
cannot move forward as a community. Every community
needs a strong economic base. Puerto Ricans are no different.
We have Paseo Boricua but we need to strengthen it. You
can provide support by eating at a restaurant, renting an
apartment on Paseo Boricua, or even looking into buying
a building. Every week there are events happening
throughout Humboldt Park, come and check one out.
See this great Boricua transformation unfold before your
very eyes.
You don't have any more excuses for why you cannot get
involved. Be a part of the struggle to build una comunidad boricua unida. Help preserve a Puerto Rican
Humboldt Park!

J
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Lucecita
Benitez
Performs in Chicago

Jonathan Rivera

On the 109 th anniversary of the Puerto Rican flag , the
national voice of Puerto Rico, Lucecita Benitez, gave
a historic concert with a 15 member orchestra at the
Merle Reskin Theater at DePaul University on
December 22, 2004.
Benitez's performance was exceptional. She sang sixteen of her best-known songs to the audience. The
most beautiful part of this event was the presence of a
large number of young people in an audience of more
than 800 attendants.
I asked one of the young fellows , Angel Miranda who
is sixteen years old, how he liked the concert. He
responded with great enthusiasm, "It was a moment
full of pride. I could not readily understand how listening to a woman singing for the first time ever in my
life could make me feel so proud of being Puerto
Rican. Furthermore, her voice made me feel as if I was
listening to an opera singer given how strong and clear
it sounded.

I want to give thanks
to the Boricua community
and
Alderman
Billy
Ocasio for making
possible that myself
and others had the
experience of seeing
this great woman's
performance live, while making history f~r the Puerto
Rican people here in Chicago, and at the same time
collaborate with the Puerto Rican Institute for Arts
and Culture in Chicago in their effort to raise funds.
The night before her unforgettable performance,
Lucecita Benitez became the first women to be
inducted into the Paseo Boricua Walk of Fame.
Thanks you Lucecita. We love you with all of our
warm Puerto Rican pride at Paseo Boricua.

Brand Opening of Mexicano/a-Chicano/a youth center on the south Side

Show y04r ~ by co,nirg ;to~ fi~ E1 Z6ca1o tJrbarP event.
atHgtit of culttta1 e~ression.

F ~ ~en word ~ y. ~ka Bands. :t;tad~l folk1Qtiic jnusic.
live d.j .. qpen Jriic. 1oca1 ij~ di$lay am discussion on
l

MexicafP/cJ c~~y ·;issues.

Starts@ 7pm

Suggested donation: S:S w/ H.S ID • S5 Adult

Feb.Y'UQY'Y 26 ~-·
2300 Blue Island

On the corner of Blue Island a Wood
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The Impact of Paseo Boricua
Standing between Two Flags with One Hope
Michael Rodriguez Muniz
Paseo Boricua is a testament to
the Puerto Rican unwillingness
to be displaced from Humboldt
Park, to be driven west by the
forces of gentrification.

Too many times we have been
gentrified out of home and hope;
Gentrification has provoked an
urban trail of tears caused by the
displacement of Boricuas from
Lake View, LaSalle and Chicago,
Lincoln Park, Wicker Park, and
much of West Town.
Humboldt Park, the most enduring of our Puerto Rican of homes
in Chicago, is also being threatened by gentrification. But, like
never before, we have resisted !
The lines have been drawn on
Division and Western. Look east;
only memories are left of our community that once extended to
Ashland. Only murals remain,
lonely, standing between trendy
cafes, expensive restaurants, and
chic boutiques. In place of our
Puerto Rican bodegas, botanicas,
and churches is a yuppified and
homogenized "paradise."
Now look west; what do you see?
I'll tell you what I see. I see a
Puerto Rican community. We
stand between two flags with one
hope.
Ten years ago, our community
entered a new era- an era marked
by the erection of our two majes-

tic, steel Flags on
Division Street and
the birth of P aseo
Boricua.
On January 6, 1995 ,
as a community, we
declared to a city, to
a world, our right to
home and hope in
Humboldt Park.
This noble argument, since then,
has taken on various shapes and
forms, from cultural expressions
to economic strategies to democratic initiatives. We have
demanded our right to community, which is nonnegotiable. In
Humboldt Park, we have built
"un pedacito de patria," which
manifests the manifold aspirations
of our people.

If those Flags had not been raised
a decade ago; if countless organizations and groups like the Puerto
Rican Agenda had not devoted
time, energy, resources to preservation of the Puerto Rican community, Paseo Boricua would not
exist and nor would our community in Humboldt Park. If
Alderman O casio had responded
to gentrification like almost every
other Alderman- without vision
or commitment- Humboldt Park
would look like Wicker P ark.
Thousands and thousands of
Boricua families would have been

forced out of their homes. Our
community would have been
destroyed.
Again, look east of Western; all we
have are memories. But we still
have a future to the west. The last
10 years of 'plantando bandera'
have dramatically slowed the
forces of gentrification. The next
10 years will be decided by either
the involvement or abandonment
of the rest of the Puerto Rican
community in Illinois. The time to
act is now. To Boricuas in
Hermosa, Belmont-Craigo, Logan
Square, Avondale and even those
living in the suburbs, this your
home, su casa. Let's preserve a
Puerto Rican Humboldt P arkReturn to El Barrio!
The impact of Paseo Boricua is
unquestionable. Unfazed, we
continue to stand between two
flags with one hope!
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Rev. Jose ATorres Passes Away at the Au_e 82:

ACommunity Titan nas Fallen:
The Struggle Continues, With One Shoulder Less
Our Puerto Rican community mourns
the death of reverend Jose A. Torres,
who died on Saturday, February 5 at
5pm in his H umboldt Park home. On
Tuesday, February 8, an emotional and
solemn memorial service took place.
The service was held at the church in
which he became the first Latino pastor,
the same church he directed /or decades.
H undreds of frien ds and f amily members filled the church to capacity. The
community paid its last respects to a
titan of our community struggles and
our fight for the redemption of our
homeland.
Rev. Jose, better k nown as "El ½'ejo"
among his disciples and f amily members, truly lived out the legacy of his
name. Th e elders of our Taina ancestors were the shamans, wise ones, were those who were able to manifest the dialogue between the natural and the supernatural,· those were the Bohites.

.,

Rev. Jose Alberto Torres "El Viejo" was born on June 9, 1923 in Ponce, Puerto Rico. H e completed his
academic and theological studies in 1949, at the Interamerican University in San German and the
Evangelical Seminary of Puerto Rico. In 1959, Rev. Torres was called by the Congregational Church
in New York to work with the Spanish-speaking community at Martha Memorial Evangelical and
Reformed Church in Manhattan. In 1962, Rev. Torres was called by the Community Renewal Society
of Chicago to minister the growing Hispanic community at the First Congregational Church of
Chicago. In those days the church was located on Ashland and Washington, an area demographically
composed of Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, and African Americans, and was later moved to its present location on 1305 N. Hamlin. During that time, Rev. Torres was interim director of Casa Central and an
active participant of the Urban Training Center, two entities that were housed and supported by the
First Congregational Church of Chicago. In 1990, Rev. Torres retired and was officially granted the status of Pastor Emeritus by the First Congregational Church of Chicago.
continues on next page
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continued from previous page
Rev. Torres was instrumental in enlisting the support of the Church on issues that were affecting
the Puerto Rican community at the time. These
issues ranged from residential displacement as a
result of the Urban Renewal project, to better
housing, education, employment, community
rights , and representation in local politics. Also,
he was one of the pioneers in the struggle for
bilingual education and the creation of several
schools named after esteemed Puerto Rican figures, such as Jose de Diego and Roberto
Clemente.
Since his involvement with the United Church of
Christ, First Church has actively participated in
the struggles surrounding civil and human rights
issues of the Puerto Rican community and other
under represented minority communities. Rev.
Torres marched with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
in Selma, Alabama in 1964 , and was p art of
a group of ministers that brought Dr. King's
civil rights issues to First Church. He has
worked diligently for social justice in various aspects of the community. H e was on
the organizing committee of the first Puerto
Rican Parade and the Peoples' Parade. H e
was a foun ding member of the D r. Pedro A.
Campos Puerto Rican High School, the
Juan Antonio Corretjer Puerto Rican
Cultural Center, and the National
Committee to Free the P uerto Rican
Political Prisoners and P risoners of War.
For many years, Rev. Torres was a militant
participant in the struggle for Puerto Rican
independence. He was a close and personal
friend of Independentista leaders, such as
Andres Figueroa Cordero, Oscar Collazo,
Rafael Cancel Miranda, Irving Flores,
William Morales, Oscar Lopez-Rivera, Dra.
Loida Figueroa and Lolita Lebron, among
others.

Rev. Torres married Alejandrina (Alex) in 1964;
they had two children together, Liza and
Catalina. He also.had three children from a previous marriage, Carlos Alberto (who's currently
one of the remaining political prisoners) , Norma,
and Nidza.
Rev. Torres found many sons and daughters in
the First Church community, all of whom were
considered a very close part of his family.
Th ere are so many things that "El Viejo" was a
part of; we know well that these efforts and the
struggle itself will continue, but as our revered
poet Consuelo Lee Corretjer once wrote, it will be
"with one shoulder less."

Rev. Jose Alberto Torres
Se bizo tu fe Ubertad.
Se bizo Ubertad tu fe
.En esa fe me enaontre
Con toda tu bumanidad
Viejo, tu fe nos aUenta
y tu afan nos robusteae,
el ansia de patria areae
porque tu fe la aareaenta.
Cuando tu verbo se asienta
en voz de aomunidad
en aquel tiempo, arueldad
de division y raaismo,
tu te biaiste patriotismo
Se bizo tu fe Ubertad
De frente a la iniquidad
se bizo tu voz oraaion
y se bizo tu aorazon
todo soUdaridad.
La patria se bizo bondad
en tus manos, yo lo se.
Cuando tu rostro enaontre
de tanto luaba doUdo
me quede sobreaogido;
se bizo Ubertad tu fe

.

Porque de ese gran ejemplo
de luaba y de devoaion
se aonstruyo la emoaion
que bizo de tu patria un templo •
.En tu devoaion aontemplo
la fortaleza que fue
el por auanto y el por que
que se revelo en aonaienaia
para baaer de la fe esenaia
en esa fe me enaontre

;,Que puede baaer la poesia
ante tu ser tan senaillo
que no sea abrir un trillo
de inspriaaion y alegria?
ese aamino algun dia
nos llevara a la verdad
y en gran fiesta de bermandad
la patria estara aantando
y te estara reaordando
con toda tu bumanidad
Con gran afeato y mayor
respeto,

Carlos Quiles
Guavate, Puerto Rico
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AEulogy to a Father:

Message from POW Carlos Alberto Torres

"When I think about Viejo I think that he not only
lived a long life, but that he lived a good and loving
life. We are here to remember and say farewell to
Viejo. I think we all sense that words alone will convey neither the full essence of the man nor of our loss.
I believe that Viejo himself conveyed the content of
his individual existence through his actions and attitude in life.

I admire that Viejo was not satisfied with taking a
back seat to how he and our community should live
our lives. His ministry and his lifelong commitment to
achieving social justice is the life of one compelled by
his humanity to evolve as a person, to love and share
in the lives and struggles that so characterized his
own existence and to leave this world a better one
than when found it. What a wonderful legacy he has
left us!

l

We have our memories.
These
have
been
shaped by how Viejo
has touched all of our
lives. But, how much of
who we are and what
we've
accomplished
can we attribute to ourselves without recognizing in it Viejo's love
and support, his work
and wisdom as well as a
father's
impeccable
sense of forgiveness
when we've made mistakes?

If I were to ask those who loved Viejo as a father to stand, would the only ones standing be Normi,
Nidza, Liza, Cata, and myself? I ask that those who love Viejo as a friend, a mentor, as a pastor and
as a father, to stand in spirit, as his children, in loving memory of the father we shall always miss".

Una vida que dura y perdura
Marcos Vilar

A Jose Alberto Torres, a mi querido Viejo,
maestro que ensefiaste tanto, que vives en mi
para siempre, hoy 8 de febrero del 2005, en
ocasi6n de tu muerte que no es nada mas que
otro capitulo (no el ultimo) de tu ilustre vida.
Las semillas son los niiios que el tiempo hara crecer
Pero hay que dar el ejemplo pa' que pueda suceder
Olvida la Travoltada [la moda] y enfrenta la realidad
Y da la cara a tu tierra y asi el cambio llegara
Siembra cariiio, siembra humildad
Y da frutos de esperanza a los que vienen detras

-Ruben Blades
Cuando muere un amigo, un padre, abuelo, hermano, nos obliga a reflexionar sobre la vida. Y
cuando la vida es tan grande como la del Viejo,
es monumental entender el vado que deja la
muerte. Viejo, Chicago y Puerto Rico son inseparables, amarrados por su vida y por su obra,
amarrados por sembrar. Amor, humor, valor,
sacrificio y sobre todo la raz6n son sus legados.
Al celebrar la vida de Viejo, la imagino tal si
fuera un hilo, un solo hilo largo. Un hilo fuerte
y largo que se extiende desde el pasado y alcanza hasta el futuro entrelazado con otros hilos
fuertes y largos. Hilos de otras grandes vidas,
unidos construyendo una soga fuerte, imposible
de quebrantar. La vida de Viejo foe una fibra
fundamental en la soga que es la vida misma de
un pueblo, de una familia, de una comunidad.
Nuestro pueblo, nuestra familia, nuestra comunidad. Viejo es una de esas fibras largas y fuertes
en la soga de la vida que nos amarra de Puerto
Rico hasta aca. Una de esas fibras que nos amarran a lo que fuimos, a lo que somos y lo que seremos luego: puertorriquefios, siempre boricuas,
y sobre todo amantes de serlo, y de ser humanos
y hermanos.

Por eso hoy celebramos la vida de nuestro
querido Viejo, no su muerte. Porque cuando un
hombre vive su vida con amor y compromiso,
cuando uno vive la vida como el Viejo, cuando
uno siembra y siembra y sigue sembrando por el
mundo, uno no muere. Es asi que se vence a la
muerte, y es asi que los mortales logramos la
vida eterna.
Hace unos meses nos reunimos aqui en esta
misma iglesia. Nos dimos cita para celebrar al
Viejo, a celebrar su vida y lo que su persona representa para cada uno de nosotros. Nombramos
una calle en su honor. Lo hicimos entonces
como se debe hacer: con el caminando entre
nosotros .
Ese dfa celebramos con Viejo su vida, su pasado,
su presente y su inmortal futuro. Viejo vivi6 la
vida aprovechando todas las oportunidades para
sembrar, para crecer y para cosechar.
Tantos que por mil razones ya no se reunen
estabamos alli ese dia como estamos aqui hoy.
Hoy nos toca enterrar al Viejo pero por Viejo,
aun podemos llegar al mismo lugar y a la misma
hora. Podemos llegar al mismo sitio a pesar de
esas cosas que hoy nos separan, ya sea el
desamor, el tiempo, la distancia, el egoismo, los
otros compromisos, en fin el cansancio o el
aburrimiento de lo que para muchos es nada
mas, que mas de lo mismo. Para viejo estas cosas
no interferfan con la amistad y el amor que a
todos brindaba, para el no existfan excusas para
no extender su amistad.
Gracias Viejo por ser tan fuerte, tan duradero,
continues on next page
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continued from previous page
tan humano. Gracias por ser
esa fibra, ese hilo que nos
amarra, que nos une, que aun
desde el mas alla, es inquebrantable. Gracias por ser
imprescindible. Gracias por
ser tan genuino.
Nadie aqui presente, ni el mas
nifio, ni el mas anciano, puede
contradecir que nuestro Viejo
es un ser {mico, un ser trascendental.
Mi primer recuerdo del Viejo
fue en Puerto Rico cuando yo
tenfa menos de diez afios.
Desde el primer dfa que lo
conod sabia que este no era
como otros. Aunque solo era
un nifio, era obvio que este
Viejo, era un hombre diferente. Mas que educado: sabio,
mas que gracioso: feliz, completamente alegre, mas que
sufrido: templado.
A los nifios nos es bien facil
reconocer esos atributos que
hacen a un hombre genuino. Y
lo apreciamos. La claridad, la
transparencia de su espfritu la
vimos todos. Por eso nosotros
los nifios vivimos llenos de carifio por nuestro Viejo.
Precisamente
ese
amor
incondicional que el repartfa,
es el que se nos hace tan facil
reconocer a nosotros los nifios.
Y aunque ya seamos hombres
y mujeres hechos y derechos, el
nos recuerda de ese amor de
abuelo usualmente mas tipico

241·(.2"ue l>ndee -$ola

de nuestras abuelitas (cuantos
no recordamos de la misma
manera a Mita la madre de
Jose, de Oscar y Zenaida).
Viejo como Mita vivia el todo
por hacernos sentir queridos.
Queridos como los nifios que
siempre somos, aun despues
de viejos, ese es su secreto.
Que sencillo, verdad? Parece
demasiado sencillo. Pero si
fuera tan facil habrian muchos
mas como ellos, serian tantos
nuestros queridos Viejos, nuestras queridas Miras. Nos toca
ahora tratar de llegarles a las
rodillas. Nos toca tratar de
vivir como ellos.
Vuelvo a la analogia del hilo, y
de los muchos hilos que juntos
se entrelazan formando una
larga e inquebrantable soga
entre Puerto Rico y Chicago.
Los padres de Viejo murieron
cuando el era jovencito. Viejo
fue el protegido de mi abuelo a
quien no recuerdo porque
muri6 muy temprano. Conod
a mi abuelo (el gran amigo del
joven Viejo) por los cuentos
que Viejo me hacia. Yo queria
ser como mi abuelito, queria
ser como mis antepasados.
Viejo siempre tenia cuentos
que nos hacian refr. Cuando
viejo me contaba de mi abuelo
yo notaba que mi abuelo vivia
en el. Cuando mis tios y mis
padres me hablaban de mi
abuelito tambien notaba que
abuelito vivia en ellos. Asi lo

conod. Asi es el hilo que nos
ata, el hilo, la fibra de la vida
misma.
Mi abuelo sembr6 semillas en
Viejo semillas que se hicieron
fruto mil veces y Viejo sembr6
semillas en cada uno de
nosotros. Nos toca ahora
seguir sembrando porque solo
asi podremos cosechar el fruto
que es nuestro destino, el fruto
que nos espera, el fruto de la
libertad, la justicia y el progreso.
La ultima vez que lo vi fue el
sabado 5 de febrero del 2005, y
lo vi en sus ultimos minutos
luchando, el eterno valiente de
siempre, ya inmovilizado por la
paralisis de un cancer de esos
invencibles. Para Viejo fue un
principio dar la batalla por la
vida y le dio una gran batalla a
la muerte, al final inm6vil en su
cama. En esos ultimos momentos ya no podia girar si quiera
su rostro hacia su esposa e hijas
que lealmente lo acompafiaban, que en ese ultimo ritual
que compartieron le regresaban el mismo amor que desde
siempre el les brindo a ellas y
que compartieron todas tan
afortunadamente. Solo faltaba
Carlos Alberto.
Fue la unica vez que vi brotar
una lagrima de sus ojos. Que
lagrima ! Ya no le quedaban
palabras a nuestro maestro, asi
fue que con SU ultima lagrima
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nos dej6 su ultimo sermon, su
ultimo consejo, SU ultimo
grito, su ultimo te quiero, nos
dej6 su ultima semilla. Esa
lagrima su ultimo acto de vida,
la punta del hilo que foe su
vida y que ahora es la fibra que
a todos nos une, nos amarra,
que nos obliga a seguir tejiendo, sembrando y amando. Una
lagrima llor6.
Y si, ahora nos toca llorar al
Viejo. Nos toca llorar con nuestro querido Viejo. Si, pero por
solo un momenta.
Porque el nos dirfa que la vida,
ese ciclo natural empieza, termina y continua, y mafiana
quedan semillas por sembrar
frutos que cosechar, hilo para
tejer, soga para amarrar: nos
falta mucho por lograr. Con
esa ultima lagrima y con su
ejemplo de vida, nos dijo todo .

.

Nos dijo que no hay ruta mas
alta que la del amor incondicional. Q ue quedan hijos e
hijas por liberar (Carlos,
Haydee y Oscar) y una Patria
que nos llama y que tenemos
que construir en libertad.
Hoy por esta iglesia, pasan
Urayoan, Betances y de
Hostos,
pas an
Mariana
Bracetti y Juanita Ojeda, pasan
Ruiz Belvis, Albizu y Corretjer,
pasa mi abuelo y pasa Mita,
pasamos todos. Todos unidos
por un gran hilo una largisima
soga que llega desde el terrufio
de nuestra Patria, nuestro
querido nido Boriken, una
fibra larga y foerte que se
extiende por el globo entero y
que aqui en Chicago se ha
entretejido en tremendo nudo
imposible de separar.

I

Gracias a Dios, y gracias a
todos, pero en especial gracias
a nuestro querido Viejo.
Porque foe aqui en Chicago
que tantos conocimos a nuestros
abuelos,
nuestras
tatarabuelas, conocimos nuestra historia, conocimos a nuestra patria y quienes somos a
traves de ti, nuestro querido
Viejo.
Gracias querido viejo, gracias
por todo lo que has sido, por
todo lo que nos has dado y
seguiras dando desde el mas
alla. No te digo adi6s porque
tu vives eternamente en mi
como en todos los que
tuvieron la dicha de conocerte.
Viejo te amo.

The following article by Randall Robinson appeared in The Black Commentator on
January 1 2004 - the bicentennial of the Haitian Revolution. Two months later, a brutal
U.S.-orchestrated military coup overthrew the democratically elected president of Haiti,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Today, H aiti remains under U.S. and UN occupation. Despite
repression and terror, people in Haiti continue to demand the return of democracy and
their elected president.

HAITI: A CALL FOR
GLOBAL ACTION
Randall Robinson

• •

Part I:
January I, 1804 - January I, 2004:

T h is day is sacred.
It is the 200th anmversary of the Haitian
Revolution.
Fough t by H aitian s.
W on fo r us all.
Between 179 1 and 1804, hundreds of thousands of Afri cans enslaved in H aiti ignored
the rivers, fo rests, precipices, swamps, mountains, gorges, blood hound s, rifles, cannon,
and whips that separated them and united to
launch a massive, brilliantly executed, spectacular war of liberation that the a rmies of
Spain, England, and France (with the help of
the U nited States) all foug ht desperately - and
fa iled absolutely - to crush.
The H ai tian Revolu tion was no "lucky
break" in volving "a few unruly slaves. "

Antilles" and its F rench owners had a clear
and proven management strategy for profit
m aximi zation: pus h the slaves to thei r
absolute physical limit, work them literally to
death, and then quickl y import replacement
slaves from Afr ica who would, in turn, be
worked to dea th. This, St. D om ingue's plantocracy had discovered , controlled operating
costs, kept the pace of economic activity at a
highly effi cient and prod uctive pace, minim ized slack and wastage, and produced m assive, stupendous profits.
Two hundred years ago today, however, after
a 13-year war of liberation, the slaves of St.
D omingu e celebrated their victory ove r
F rance and other European powe rs by establishing the Republic of H aiti. They had
wrested from N apoleon the engine of
France's econom ic expansion, banished slavery from the land, and ended E uropean dom ination of 10,000 square miles of fe rtil e land
and hu ndreds of th ousands of slaves to work
it.
T hey had shattered the myth of European
invincibility.

T his was no "plan tation uprising."

• •

St. Dom ingue (as Haiti was then called by the
French) was at that time the m ost prosperous
colonial possession of any European power. It
created fa r greater wealth fo r France than the
th irteen American colonies combined. Its m assive wea lth-generating capacity caused it to be
known far and wide as "The Pea rl of the

"Most have assumed that (H aiti's) slaves had
no military experience prior to the revolution," John K. Thornton explains in African
Soldiers in the H aitian Revolution. "Ma ny
assume th at th ey rose from agricultural
labo ur to military prowess in an amazingly
short time .... Howeve r, it is probably a mistake to see the slaves of St. Domingue as sim-

ply agricultural workers, like the
peasants of Europe ...... A majority
of St. Domingue's slaves, especially
those who fought steadily in the revolution, were born in Africa ..... .In
fact, a great many ...... had served in
African armies prior to their
enslavement and arrival in Haiti ...
.. . Sixty to seventy per cent of the

A successful revolution in Haiti ,
Thornton explains, "required the
kind of skill and discipline that
could be found in veteran soldiers,
and it was these veterans, from wars
in Africa, who made up the general
will of the St. Domingue revolt .. .
... Kongolese armies contributed the
most to St. Domingue rebel bands .. .

Photo by Sasha Kramer
ad ult
slaves
listed
on
(St.
Domingue's) inventories in the late
1780's and 1790's were African
born .... ..... (coming) overwhelmingly from just two areas of Africa:
the Lower Guinea coast region of
modern Benin, Togo and Nigeria
(also known as the "Slave Coast"),
and the Angola coast area . .. .

...

. .. (Their) tactical organization was
very different from that of Europe ...
... (and they) had learned to deal successfully with Portuguese a rmies
and tactics in the years of struggle (in
Africa), driving out invaders ...
... No doubt these tactics could help
those who found themselves in St.
Domingue on the eve of the revolution .

"Where the African military backgrnnnrl nf thP ~bvP~ rnnntPrl mn~t

was in those areas, especially in the
north (of St. Domingue), where
slaves themselves led the revolution,
both politically and militarily... . ..
... These areas . . . threw up the powerful
armies
of
Toussaint
Louverture and Dessalines and
eventually carried the revolution."

armies ~PPm tn h::iv P
been organized in ... platoons ... that
struck at enemy advancing columns
and sustained an engagement for a
time before breaking off and retreating... . .. They made use of cover,
both from terrain and from woods
and tall grass, in hiding their movements and directing their fire.
When they fled it was not possible

"KnngnlP~P
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to follow them."
Portugu ese
troops who h ad fought the
Kongolese in Africa also reported
that the Kongolese used "shocks larger
engagements
involving
massed Kongolese units. According
to the Portuguese accounts, la rge
bodies were assembled for shocks
supported by artillery, sometimes
they fo rmed in extensive half m oon
formations which apparentl y sought
partial envelopment of opposing
forces, in other cases in columns of
great depth along fronts of 15-2 0 sold iers ....
"Their tactics showed a penchant for
skirmishing attacks rather than the
heavy
assa ults
favo ured
by
Europeans m the same e ra . . .
. . . Kongolese a rmies had a higher
command structure that could mass
troops qu ick ly, and soldiers were
also accustomed to form ing effectively in to larger units for ma jor battles when the situation wa rranted ... .
...Dahomey's armies included a fairly large professional fo rce .. . .. . Oyo
relied heavily on cavalry forces, had
relatively few foot soldiers and
throughout the 1700's was the preeminent ... military power in (west
Africa). .. . . . Dahomey 's troops ...
... fought in close order using fire
discipline quite similar to that of
Europe ..... .
"It was from these disparate 'arts of
war' that the revolutionary African
soldier of St. Domingue was
trained ..... .
"One can easily see, in the formation
of the bands mentioned in the early
descriptions
of the
(Haitian

continues on next page
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continued from previous page
Revolution), the small platoons of
the Kongolese armies, each under an
independent commander and accustomed to considerable tactical decision making; or perhaps those small
units characteristic of locally organized D a homean units; the state
a rmies of the Mahi country; or the
coastal forces of the Slave Coast. ..

"In add ition the pattern of attacks
with sm all sca le harassing maneu ve rs, short, sustain ed ba ttles an d
then rapid w ithdra wals a re also
reminiscent of the campaign d iaries
of the P ortuguese field com manders
in Angola. Felix Carteau, an early
observer of the war in the north of
St. Domingue noted that the (slave
revolutionaries) harassed French
forces day and night. Usually, he
commented, they were repelled, but
each time, they dispersed so quickly,
so completely in ditches, hedges and
other areas of natural cover that real
pursuit was impossible. However,
rebel casualties were light in these
attacks, so that the next day they
reappeared with great numbers of
people. They never m ass in the
open, wrote another witness, or wait
in line to charge, but advance dispersed, so that they appea r to be six
times as numerous as they really a re.
Yet they were disciplined, since they
might advance with great cl amor
and then suddenly and simultaneously fall silent ....
"It was not long before observers
noted that the rebels (in St.
Domingue) had developed the sort
of higher ord er tactics that was also
characte ristic of Kongolese forces, or
those of the Slave C oast. . ..

2s l•Q-ue l>ndee ·S'ola

"In addition to these tactical similarities to African wars, especially in
Kongo, there were other indications
of the African ethos of the fighters .. .
... they marched , formed and
attacked accompanied by the 'music
peculiar to Negroes ... .' Their religious preparation, likewise, h earkened back to Africa ....
"It is unlikely that many slaves
would have learned equestrian skills
as a part of their plantation labor ...
... Since there was virtually no cavalry in Angola, one can speculate that
rebels originating from Oyo might
have provided at least some of the
trained h orsemen.
Also, the
Senegalese, though a minority, also
came from an equestrian culture . . .

"African soldiers may well have provided the key element of the early
success of the revolution. They
might have enabled its survival
when it was threatened by reinforced
armies from
Europe.
Looking at the rebel slaves of Haiti
as African veterans rather than as
Haitian plantation workers may
well prove to be the key that unlocks
the mystery of the success of the
largest slave revolt in history."
St. Domingue's policy of working its
slaves to death and then quickly
importing replacements from Africa
proved to be the ultimate karmic
boomerang.
St. Domingue's
African-born slaves not only were
not yet broken psychologically, but
they were also in possession of significant military training and experience gained on the other side of the
Atlantic. And they combined with
brilliant,
indefatigable,
St.
Domingue-born
blacks
like

and
Toussaint
L'Ouverture
Dessalines to create a black revolutionary juggernaut the likes of
which Europe and the United States
had not seen before - or since.
The blacks of St. Domingue forced
the world to see both them and the
millions of other Africans enslaved
throughout the Americas with new
eyes. No longer could it be assumed
that they could forever be brutalized
into creating massive fortunes and
building sprawling empires for the
glory of Europe and America .
On January 1, 1804, hundreds of
thousand s of slave revolutionaries
established an independent republic
and named it H aiti in honor of the
Amerindian people, long since
killed off by European brutality and
diseases, who had called the land
Ayiti - Land of Many Mountains.
They had banished slavery from
their land and proclaimed it an official refuge for escaped slaves from
anywhere in the world. They had
defeated the mightiest of the mighty.
They had shattered the myth of
European invincibility.
Europe was livid .
America,
apoplectic.
The blacks in St.
D omingue had forgotten their place
and would be m ade to pay. Dearly.
For the next two hundred years.
Toussaint L'Ouverture, Dessalines,
and their slave revolutionaries must
forever live in our hearts as inspiring, authentic counterweights to the
"yassuh-nosuh-scratch- where-ahdon' -itch-and-dance-tho-there-ain ' no-music"
image of our forebears that Europe
and the United States have drilled
into our psyches.

And we must rem ember that history
fo rgets, first, those who forget themsel ves. Via m eans direct and indirect, crass and subtle, there have
been whispe rs and street corner
shouts that "current conditions in
Haiti" make our celebration of the
Haitian Revolution "inappropriate"
at this time.
We, whose souls and psyches have
been bleached of everything prior to
the Middle Passage are now being
told that we must tear from our consciousness and rip from our hearts
the most dramatic and triumphal
assertion of forebears' dignity,
worth, and perspicacity since the
Middle Passage.
How diabolically contemptuous.
Not only must we not forget the
Haitian Revolution, we must celebrate it. Today, through all of this its
bicentennial year, and beyond.
And we must research, understand,
and expose what happened to Haiti
and in Haiti since the revolution.
We must become fully conversant
with the role of "the world's leading
democracies" in Haiti between 1804
and today. We must develop a keen
understanding of the repercussions
of the 61-year economic embargo
that the United States imposed on
Haiti in response to its declaration of
independence, and we must recognize the current-day consequences
of France forcing Haiti to pay 90
million in gold francs (equivalent
today to some $20 billion) in 1825 as
"compensation" for Haiti declaring
its independence - or be crushed militarily by France.
Today, "the world's leading democracies" cluck and gloat at their ongoing stranglehold - in the form of a
crushing financial embargo - on

today's descend ants of T oussaint,
D essalines, and their freedom fighters. Throughout the Americas, we
who ben efited from the daring wa r
waged by the sl aves of St.
Domingue, must reject the m aneuverings of the world's most powerful
nations in Haiti and find ways to
build bridges to the H aitian people
and the officials they choose through the ballot - to lead them.
Just over two hundred years ago,
after there had been a "cessation of
hostilities" and the brilliant military
strategist Toussaint L'Ouverture had
already retired to a quiet life in the
St. Domingue country-side, France
decided, nonetheless, to arrest and
ship him to a prison cell 3,000 feet up
the Jura Mountains of France where
he would freeze to death. As he
stepped on board the boat that
would forever take him away from
St. Domingue, Toussaint issued a
promise to his captors and a call to us
all.
"In overthrowing me, you have cut
down in St. Domingue only the
trunk of the tree of liberty. It will
spring up again by the roots for they
are numerous and deep."
We are those roots.
The revolution was fought
Haitians, but won for us all.

by

Through our work and with our
resources, in a spirit of self-respect
and self-awareness, we must serve as
counterweights to the powerful
nations who deem the ballot box
sacrosanct in their countries, but surreptitiously encourage and manipulate its rejection by "the opposition"
in Haiti. We must serve as proponents of political civility and social
justice in Haiti while "the world's
leading democracies" slyly encour-

age recalcitran ce, tumult, a nd
di vision. W e must rejec t being
manipulated by the corporate m edia
into embracing the notion that in
France, Germany, the United States
and other "civilized nations" elections are the only legitimate determinant of the will of the people, but
in Haiti those street demonstrations
specially selected by the corporate
media for coverage tell us all we need
to know about anybody's will. W e
must impress upon all Haitians the
fact that the outside world does not
distinguish between - and cares
nothing
about
Lavalas,
Convergence, or any other political
grouping. The world sees only
"Haiti," "Haitians," and all the connotations that western media have
attached thereto. Those nations that
two hundred years ago failed desperately in their attempts to crush
the Haitian Revolution today have a
deep psychic need to
prove
Toussaint's progeny capable of nothing but disaster. We must reach out
to and work with our Haitian brothers and sisters to prove these n ations
wrong.
Throughout the Diaspora, we must
stand with and defend Haiti - on this
the anniversary of the Haitian
Revolution, throughout this bicentennial year, and for all time. For in
so doing, we stand for and defend
ourselves.
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Governor of Puerto Rico, Acevedo-Vila Joins
NBHRN and Comite Pro-Derechos Humanos
In Mounting Campaign for Funeral Furlough:
Bureau of Prisons Denies Petition
The National Boricua Human Rights Network and the Comite Pro-Derechos
Humanos in Puerto Rico organized a fax campaign to demand that Harry G.
Lappin, Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, allow Puerto Rican
Political Prisoner, Carlos Alberto Torres to attend his father 's funeral.
Among those who joined this campaign was Anibal Acevedo Vila, Governor
of Puerto Rico, who sent a letter endorsing Carlos Alberto's furlough from
prison. Other prominent elected officials who supported the demand included: US congresspersons Luis Gutierrez, Jose Serrano and Nydia Velazquez, as
well as Puerto Rico's Resident Commissioner Luis Fortufio. Despite this widespread support, in addition to hundreds of faxed letters sent from all over the
country, as well as internationally, Director Lappin denied this humanitarian
effort.
Common prisoners including murderers and rapists are regularly given furloughs for family funerals. This action speaks to the historically calloused
inhumanity of the Bureau of Prisons over the last 25 years with regard to the
Puerto Rican Political Prisoners. The National Boricua Human Rights
Network expresses its outrage against this violation of human rights committed by the very country that proclaims itself as the international standard of
freedom and justice.

Ex-Political Prisoner Alejandrina Torres
Undergoes Heart Treatment
The passing of Rev. Torres was not the only hardship for the Torres family.
Alejandrina Torres underwent an angioplasty on February 2 due to a heart
condition. Please send letters of support to Alejandrina and Carlos Alberto
during this difficult period.
Alejandrina Torres

c/o Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High School,
Chicago, IL 60622
Carlos Alberto Torres

#88976-024, FCI Oxford,
PO Box 1000
Oxford, WI 53952
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Dona Carmen has passed away
Life partner of Rafael Cancel Miranda
The Puerto Rican and Mexican communities came together to express their solemn condolences to the great
patriot and national hero Rafael Cancel Miranda in the passing of his loving wife and companion Carmen
Jiminez. On Sunday, January 9, at the Adalberto United Methodist Church, a tribute was held to honor the
memory of Dona Carmen Jimenez better known as "Tintin." Jose E. Lopez, director of the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center and speaking on behalf of the National Boricua Human Rights Network gave a touching narration of the life of this truly great Puerto Rican woman.
The following is a testimony that appeared in the January 13-19, 2005 edition of Claridad.
Accompanied by her life partner, the national hero Rafael Cancel Miranda, their sons and grandchildren, our
national heroine Lolita Lebron, and many comrades of struggle, Dona Carmen Jiminez Teruel - known as
"Tintin" by her close ones - was brought last Saturday to her last dwelling in the San Miguel Arcangel
Cemetery, in Cabo Rojo.
Dona Carmen was born in Cabo Rojo on May 15, 1931, and passed away on January
5, 2005 in Yauco.
At the end of the funeral Lolita Lebron closed with an emotional message to those present. "Here we have a
great woman who has left us, too soon, too quickly. Being as strong as he has always been, Rafael, who is a
great man and a very great patriot and hero, will be able to mitigate the pain. Remember that great star that
illuminates the homeland, that star which is Rafael Cancel Miranda, like Irvin,
Oscar Collazo, and Andresito. The homeland is valor and sacrifice. And we
are here in a painful sacrifice and in a great hope because she sowed. With
her work, a beautiful work, she left the homeland sown. She was the partner
for more than 50 years of our national hero, and she knew how to raise an
exemplary family and demonstrate to all Puerto Ricans and the world how
the value of serving the nation. So Carmen is leaving us, but Rafael is with us
and so are his sons. We are here, and she is also with us. We will never forget
that star, she is alive. There will always be an eternal tribute and recognition
for the gift she gave the Puerto Rican nation through her warmness and love
for a great man, a man she helped be great. Thus, from the greatness of this
woman came out her sons that also honor the homeland. Rafael Cancel
Miranda received strength from her and from himself, because without her he
would not have been able to make it, right Rafael? She was his anchor, a force
that carried him to all places. He has loved her so much, and will continue to love, and we will love her with
him. We will acknowledge her, we will take her as an example of how a real Puerto Rican woman is, a fighter, a sacrificed woman that has gone too early, but that will be with us forever. Thus I salute you in her name,
in the name of Rafael and of all the Puerto Rican people, wishing her what she always wanted, the national
liberation of the Puerto Rican people. God bless you all!
Many militants and leaders of the independence movement where present at the Santa Ana Funerary of Cabo
Rojo in order to offer their respect and solidarity to the comrade Cancel Miranda, and his sons Rafael and Gil,
his grandchildren, and other family members and close ones.

